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Introducing Mixer packs
A spin on the ‘Pic n Mix’. We’ve taken several of our popular
text fonts and combined themwith more display orientated
ones from different families. Each Mixer pack contains high
quality, fully featured fonts with extended character sets.
These original designs, full of unique details and functionality,
are a coveted asset to any font library. The fonts have been
selected and combined to offer you wide creative opportunity.

Containing just 2, 3 or 4 fonts, the packs are intentionally small
with a small price tag to match. Long established designs are
mixed with newer ones. Whatever you are looking for hopefully
there’s a Mixer pack that covers it. Looking to get one of the
fonts anyway, why not get the Mixer pack that includes it.
Alternatively you may just be after a varied range of useful type
– it’s a perfect way to explore more of our fonts.

There are nine Mixer packs and these will be around for a
while, but not forever, the intention is to update, refresh
and introduce different mixes in the future.

There are nine Mixer packsClick on the new Mixer tile on the home page to explore the different mixes
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What’s in a Mix?
Even though the fonts in each pack don’t necessarily need to
be used together, careful thought went behind their selection,
such as contrast of weight and style as well as any potential
harmony of form. Here are three of the packs:

Aztec Mix is a 2 font pack that includes Bliss Regular, first released in 1996 it has
proven to be an enduring modern day classic. This is paired with DeWorde
Heavy, a lively italic inspired by the italics used by the printer Wynkyn deWorde
in the first half of the 16th century. These fonts contrast in style and weight but
share a softness of form.

Knight Mix is a 3 font pack which includes Trilogy Sans Condensed Regular, a
highly functional and adaptable typeface. Kingfisher Italic adds a degree of
formal elegance, only to be shattered by the full joy of Shire ProWorcestershire.
These fonts definitely contrast and surprise in more ways than one.

Raven Mix is a 4 font pack, it includes Rockhopper Regular, a contemporary
rounded sans with far too many swash alternates, the crisply detailed Enigma
Display Regular, Aspect Light with its extended range of ligatures and swashes,
and finally the geometric precision of Pembroke Bold. These fonts contrast in
emotion from soft and flouncy to crisp and functional.
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Discovering the Mixes
The Mixer packs are fully integrated across the site. A new
panel appears below the font tiles on a typeface page. This
lists any Mixer packs that include fonts from the family being
browsed; making it easy to discover Mixes that could
potentially offer you new creative opportunities.

Combining Mixer packs
Each Mixer pack has links to a selection of Related Mixer
packs. These are packs that contain other fonts related to the
ones currently being looked at. This gives you the potential to
add to a core font with another from its family. For example:

TheAztec Mix and Pluto Mix both include fonts from the DeWorde typeface family.

TheAztec Mix includes Bliss Regular and theAtlantis Mix includes Bliss Italic.
You could just get these two fonts on their own, or you could get these two
Mixer packs and benefit from DeWorde Heavy, Hawkland Regular and Pembroke
ExtraLight at a fantastic saving!
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TheMixer pack collection
These are the nine Mixer packs, click on a name below to
explore the packs further and access information, examples
and PDF documentation.

Aztec Mix

Bliss Regular

DeWorde Heavy

→ brand, packaging

Atlantis Mix

Hawkland Regular

Bliss Italic

Pembroke ExtraLight

→ text, brand, editorial

Pluto Mix

Hawkland Fine Regular

Fenland Regular

DeWorde Light

Rockhopper Black Italic

→ brand, packaging, advertising

Buffalo Mix

Enigma Text Regular

Claymore Hair Italic

→ text, editorial

Centaur Mix

Shaker Regular

Enigma Text Italic

Trilogy Egyptian Wide Heavy Italic

→ text, editorial, advertising

Raptor Mix

Claymore Regular

Brucker Black Italic

Hawkland Thin Italic

Trilogy Egyptian Expanded Bold

→ brand, text, editorial, advertising

Unicorn Mix

Kingfisher Regular

Trilogy Sans Wide ExtraBold

→ publishing, editorial, advertising

Knight Mix

Trilogy Sans Condensed Regular

Kingfisher Italic

Shire ProWorcestershire

→ editorial, advertising, information, packaging

Raven Mix

Rockhopper Regular

Enigma Display Regular

Aspect Light

Pembroke Bold

→ editorial, information, advertising, packaging
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